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About This Game

First of all, please take off your clothes and get naked before you start playing.
This is a VR to experience of a Japanese style outdoor bath, "Onsen".

Take a bath in the Onsen relax your tiredness.

By the way, this Onsen is looking for a strong employee.
The work content is an easy job to eliminate the mob that attacks and to protect the safety of Onsen.

Money earned here can be used for strengthening player and weapons, unlocking new weapons and mixed bathing.

Never play with clothes on.

*Features include
You can choose two modes "bathing" and "Work at the Onsen".

-Bathing
It is a simple mode in which bathing Onsen freely as a bathing guest, and relax yourself.

-Work at the Onsen
It is in action game mode fighting enemies invading Onsen.

Four types of missions (Intercept, Defense, Rescue, Special) occur in this mode.
The money got in this mode can be used for purchasing weapons, upgrade weapons, upgrade player, unlock player actions and
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unlock Onsen settings.
Include 14 kinds of weapons and 41 kinds of unlockable elements.
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Title: OnsenVR
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
qUATERNIon
Publisher:
qUATERNIon
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Bad quality and false advertising. pretty good game. i bought this dlc but it;s not giving it to me
. Happy 10 years anniversary!
Definitely a good casual game, recommended buy!

Also go support the original PvZ creators' Octogeddon and the lead music composer's Rakuen too!. Almost as good as bad rats, i
would reccomend this to everyone, go buy it now. Honestly I didn't really follow the initial outrage when this game dropped.
Rarely do I get to play games when they launch mostly because of my schedule. I usually play games 1-2 years after they release
with the rare exception of a game that I've been looking forward to. There are too many games and not enough time to play
them all. I picked No Man's Sky up on sale and didn't really know too much about it. It just looked cool so I got it and have put
about 4 hours in. The learning curve is kind of steep and I was expecting more story and hand holding instead of getting dropped
in the middle of nowhere with s hit to fix and resources to gather right from the get go. I was kind of frustrated for the first hour
but once I started figuring everything out it all clicked and I enjoyed it so much I kept playing for a few more hours. I've been
pretty amazed by the whole thing so far. I understand people were bitter because they got their expectations over inflated
because of the pre-release hype. I went into this with zero expectations and feel like it is a really fun game. The graphics are
really good. I've only explored one planet and a moon so far. I can see easily dumping many hours into this game before it gets
too repetitive. If I grow sick of it and feel like I've seen everything after dumping 50+ hours into the game I'll feel like I got my
money's worth. All I can say is if you haven't played it and like grinding and exploring then check it out. I didn't have crazy
expectations regarding plot or story. I'm sure I have yet to dig into the main storyline yet but it doesn't seem like it is even
necessary to play the game. I've just been wandering around exploring and building a base on one of the moons of the planet I
started on. I have never played any games with seamless space travel before. Maybe I'm easily amused but flying up out of the
atmosphere of a planet for the first time was cool as hell. Just the space travel aspect of all of it is cool as hell to me.
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Actually the greatest, most visually appealing mix of snake and tron I've yet to see, all this game needs is multiplayer support
and a mode where you can't touch the walls in arcade and it's a masterpiece!. I Like this game, most levels take multiple play
throughs to get 3\/3 objectives (Stars, in most other games), and although I can understand grinding may make it easier I have
not had to do any grinding for upgrades yet (2 of 6 worlds complete). The biggest advantage in the second play through is
knowing the enemy types and directions, as there are four tower types in this game and each is very effective at countering
certain types of enemies. Using the right tower types in the right zones is key to winning, unlocking all of the upgrades is not
required.

The actual gameplay is a lot like revenge of the titans, where you have harvestors and turrets and have to defend with the limited
resources that your harvestors provide, except you actually have to collect said resources and build the towers within your
characters range. You are also encouraged to be close to the enemies to pickup science upgrade points for your permanent
upgrades to towers \/ character. I find that this keeps me busy for every map on the first play through and only on repeat
playthroughs (If I missed objectives) do I find myself with enough time to wait for the waves to spawn.

The game provides a fun amount of challenge and gives you the tools to overcome it.. Doesn't work. Application won't run on
screen for more than a second.. About this game: "Size block is exciting new puzzle game"

Me: It is not exciting nor new. (and no i'm not going to pick on the grammer)

ATG: Levels are represented as labyrinths with loads of traps, jigsaws and other challenges.

Me: While yes the levels are, but bearly, labyrinths I have seen zero traps no "jigsaws" and it wasn't challenging is the slightest.

ATG: The task is simple \u2013 just bring the cube to the final destination\u2026 However, that\u2019s not that simple as it
seems!

Me: "However, that\u2019s not that simple as it seems!" yes it is.

ATG: Some of the obstacles can change, size, shape and even behavior of your cube!

Me: yhea, sure but it really isn't that hard to look at the maze for 3 secons and see what you have to do.

ATG: Ambient soundtrack will immerse you in relaxing environment of the game.

Me: It wasn't making it immersive nor relaxing.

all in all
It's not a good game for it's price 2 euros is a lot for a 10 minute game. If it were free, had more levels and was a little more
challenging I would enjoy it alot but it isn't and i don't think it will change so use your money elsewhere becouse you can buy,

1.680672269 tacos,

8 bananas,

0.05 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, (And, yes i googled how much \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 cost.)

0.105540897 jigsaw puzzles

and

0.0002 baby Penguins. Good concept, terrible execution. Beat detection is a core gameplay element and is implemented so
poorly that the game is often unplayable.. Very Good Game. Defiantly helps burn some hours without realizing you are doing it.
Very Addicting. Had to turn off the music though, it was driving me insane. Two Thumbs up.. This game could be much more, I
love sci-fi VN, there isn't exactly a lot of them out there, but... It is too short, the "sneaky-beaky" parts are repetetive and,
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frankly, boring, and the VN part... Well, there isn't any VN. It is basically a simplistic stealth game with in-between cutscenes.
You have NO options to alter the plot whatsoever, even failing the stealth puzzles doesn't do anything but restart the puzzle.
Even the straightest of VNs that I played offered at least two plot choice moments. And the plot itself... Well, as I said before,
this game is incredibly short, thus plot is very rushed and cramped together and, well, filled with cliches. More near the end
characters feels more and more acting in certain ways not because they would do so, but because the plot demands it from them.
The entire finale make me think of only one thing, "What the hell, what are you doing, this isn't making ANY sense!"

If Devs read this, I'm sorry for being so honest)
This still have potential to be a great game, as premise is, while not original, still interesting and not done before.
Make it longer, make characters be fleshed out more, make the player able to affect the story, like any true VN should... Cut out
voice acting if it is the reason this is so short, and make at least several stealth-levels, not just one the same.. I'm going to keep
this nice and short ... because that's exactly what the game is: A collection of fantastic puzzles, and a relatively short play-
through time. It's a Myst-type game, and done well. The only reason the playtime isn't lengthy is that the storyline doesn't have
miles and miles of exploring and walking around like Myst ones do. You simply walk into rooms and buildings
(FANTASTICALLY well rendered ones), find the puzzles, solve them, and proceed through the levels. That doesn't really make
it 'no-frills'; on the contrary, it makes it solidly interesting the whole way through. Totally worth it.

Only negative I can think of, is the narration. There's an interesting philosophical narative going on, and I enjoyed about 95% of
it. There was a puzzle I was trying to work on, and the narrator/character talked through most of it. Most of his blathering is
pretty interesting, but THAT one interfered when my mind was trying to work on a puzzle. The story WAS interesting, but as I
wouldn't mind playing through the game puzzles again in a few years, I don't think I'd enjoy listening to the story a second time..
it will not downlode eving thow i ave payed fore it
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